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Under 11 Black, Cort 50 Games

Joshy getting carried off after his 50thPresty awesome 50 games

Tahlia Tait, youth girls 2 coached by Adam 
Pollock
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Round 13 | Wrap Up | Shark Attack – Presidents Letter

Round 14

Hi All Sharks,

The sun was shining on Sunday but the wind was blowing a gale and made for some 
interesting kicking and marking. It was great to see one of our U17 Youth Girl’s, Tahlia Tait, run 
through the banner for her 50th.

The last home and away round this week, whilst some teams will have completed their 
season, others will go on to finals. What an interesting time of the year for all the players and 
parents.

Last Wednesday I met up with a champion team and marveled at how football skills and 
lessons apply in all walks of life. Our coaches have drilled us constantly on how to kick and 
more importantly where to kick to.

On what role we can play in a team, even when we, the player, feels it’s not proactive. Not 
everyone can be a full forward kicking goals. Someone has to be a stopper and reduce the 
flow. Or even be employed as a tagging role. A great team, is a team of players who do their 
role that’s expected of them. They work together as a well-oiled machine. Sometimes, we 
may not make the starting team but be asked to be the water carrier. How do we act? What 
emotions do we display or do we settle on a “team first” focus and be a great club person. 

All the above I encountered first hand on Wednesday at Peter Mac Cancer hospital in 
Melbourne. From check-in I was allocated a person whose sole role was to take me from 
ground floor to level 6 and introduce me to my nurse, nothing else, however his smile and 
banter was comforting.

In the next 60 minutes, I met 5 nurses and 2 doctors all doing their own role but double 
checking by asking the same questions. The specialists who read how our team was going 
“the anesthetist” gave orders in a soothing manner before meeting the two key players –the 
oncology and plastic surgeons. Boy, did everyone know where to be, what needed to be done 
when and how to participate no matter how minor input. 

Outcome – total success, all parties happy, especially this little black duck.

So for those boys and girls competing in finals. Listen to your coach, play your role and do the 
best you can do. The outcomes will follow the effort. To those players finishing up for the year, 
congratulations on doing your best. Sometimes we don’t see the lessons at the time, however 
they are important for next year. When we can keep a team together, the following year after a 
tough one is normally a successful one. 

Passion & Emotion

Sunday is our last home and away round. Congratulations to all Sharks players who have 
participated in season 2018. Thank you for pulling the boots on each week and being part of 
a team environment in the “best” club in the YJFL. On Monday evening we spoke with the 
committee regarding the approach of finals. Wow, what a good effort to make it to a finals 
appearance. Levels of expectation, encouragement, support and participation seem to go up 
a notch. However we need to be mindful of expectations vs reality and how we support our 
players without being tagged as “one of those parents” in weeks ahead. 

Auskick Wrap up – Saturday 4th 

Thanks to our coordinators and all the parents for helping out during the season. I hope all our 
young Auskickers have enjoyed learning new skills during each Saturday. Our final clinic was 
on the 4th of August, with a BBQ put on for the players by the committee. 

Thanks to all, and see the progressing players in U8’s next year. 

Lost Property

During the year we have collected various items of clothing, jackets and even football boots. 
These will be on display in the room near the bar for your attendance on Burger Night.

Milestones

Congratulations to all our milestone players over the last few weeks. The banners have been 
booked solid for 50, 100 and even 150 games milestones for quite a few players. This is a 
great indication of the family atmosphere our club offers whilst receiving loyalty from our 
players. Well done to all players who have received their medals and trophies.

Burger Night – Sponsors Night

Our final burger night (prior to the 9th September AGM – Presentation Day) is on this Sunday.  
We will be holding our annual “Club Sprint” handicap event.  Every team will be represented.  
Of course, the giant slide, raffle and plenty of food will be available for all.

As a gesture of thank you to our sponsors, the Club will be putting on food and a few drinks at 
no charge for them.  Please make yourself known to Committee Members via your Sponsors 
card, to receive your complementary drinks and food.  Our Sponsors are integral in keeping 
registration fees down and helping to purchase much needed training materials.  Thank you to 
all our sponsors who have supported our great Club during 2018 and we look forward to your 
assistance during 2019.  Please consult our Directory of Sponsors and where possible use the 
services they offer.

We look forward to seeing as many in attendance as possible. Mums & Dads, a night off 
from cooking, the chance to socialize with other parents, enjoy a glass of bubbles or other 
refreshments and be around for the raffle at approximately 7.30pm. 

PRESENTATION DAY   - Sunday 9th September 2018

The Sharks will again hold a Presentation Day at Domeney Reserve.  As per last season, the 
day will be split into sessions with the Annual General Meeting occurring at the midway point.

The timings are as follow:

Under 8, 9, 10      10:30am to 11:00am 
Tim McLelland Medals 
Under 10, 11, 12, 13 Boys (Red, Black) & Girls  11:15am to 12:00pm 
AGM       12:30pm 
Under 14, 15, 16, 17YG, 18YG & Colts    12:45pm to 2:00pm 
(please be in attendance of the AGM prior)

- Life Members 

- Club Person of the Year

- Medals/trophies 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – Sunday 9th September 2018

The Park Orchards North Ringwood Annual General Meeting will be held at 12:30pm on 
Sunday 9th September 2018 at Domeney Reserve, coinciding with the interval of our 
Presentation Day.

This meeting will discuss such items as the year’s football and financial performance and it 
is hoped that we will also identify and vote in any new committee members.  Any member 
wishing to agenda items for discussion must do so 14 days prior to the meeting.  

Each member eligible to vote is entitled to appoint another member who is eligible to vote as a 
proxy by notice given to the Secretary no later than 48 hours before the timing of the meeting.  
Proxy forms are available on request via the Club President or Secretary.  

Summary

Round 15 this weekend the 12th of August

If at any stage you have any queries, then please don’t hesitate to contact myself.

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444

GO SHARKS!!
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DentalArt

UNDER 8 RED 
COACH: Chris McGinty

SPONSORED BY: 
Dental Art 

Ph: 03 9876 4358 

UNDER 8 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

2 Chappell Harry 9 Gadd Jackson

3 McLeod Maxi 10 Caltieri Sam

4 Hume Harrison 31 Brown Levi

5 McGinty Charlie 32 Buchanan Jackson

6 Mijat Jasper 35 Saunders Darcy

7 Myers Cohen

NO MATCH REPORT

UNDER 8 BLACK 
COACH: Micheal Parker

SPONSORED BY: 
Krueger Projects 

www.kruegerprojects.com.au

The Grand Hotel Warrandyte 
9844 3202

NO MATCH REPORT
UNDER 8 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Ethan Genever 10 Luke O'Neil Parker

2 Archie Hattwich 12 Jackson Hartley

6 Harry McInerney 14 Marcus Di Battista

7 Lucas Zylan 18 Alex Giosserano

8 Finn Arbuthnot 19 Hugh Marsh

9 Kruze O'Neill 34 James Cahill
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UNDER 9 RED 
COACH: Damien Noonan

SPONSORED BY: 
CLUB RINGWOOD 

Ritchie Appleby: 9879 8733

Park Orchards R v  
Beverley Hills R

PMS 7546

UNDER 9 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Duffy Patrick 12 Nicholls Julian
2 Hales Ben 14 Wachter Kai
4 Radle Ryan 19 Walsh Liam 
5 Fortington James 23 Nicholls Ben 
6 Davis Elliot 24 James Henry
7 Robertson Thomas 28 Inglese Will
8 Noonan Xavier 39 Noonan Darcy
9 Hales Angus 52 Lanza Oliver

This week the boys played at Zerbes Reserve for the first time to take on Beverley Hill N.

Darcy has been at me all season to be captain against BH, so he was given the duties. I 
could tell he was super keen to take them on.

Reflecting on todays game and looking at the boys fledgling footy careers I can put todays 
wonderful performance of all the boys down to a couple key items.

Firstly, the day the boys played in the heavy rain and driving wind, the coaching group felt 
that even though the boys do a bit of a warm up we decided to make more of an effort to 
drive the boys and get them going and do a decent warm up, including some bumping and 
tackling.

With Mark and Rob getting them ready to go and start to focus on footy and contesting.

Second is the bond they have all created and the understanding of the way to play footy, that 
it is a team game and to be successful you have to work as a team, enjoy the success as a 
group together.

Friday night we focused on tackling, taking the tackle and getting into position to receive a 
handball from the tackled player, the boys love tackling and really get into it. I am sure most 
on the sidelines would agree with todays effort and some of the textbook tackles liad.

We also did some one on one competitive work. 

Great to watch them all take each other on battling away to win the ball. No one giving in and 
everyone giving it their best, importantly the boys compete with the right attitude, that if they 
get done to accept it and move on, that it is about the effort and not the result.

Personally, I was looking forward to watching the boys play against a strong side, to see how 
they have improved and how they would react to being challenged. How they would react 
to the challenge if things didn’t go their way, we specifically stayed off the ground out of the 

play to give the boys the freedom to organise themselves and to make sure each other was 
doing their bit for the team.

Hand on heart I can say it is the best game I have seen them all play, the teamwork moving 
the ball from the back line through the midfield. Looking for targets and moving to space.

The boys didn’t have it all their way and had to defend on many occasions, Mark and I 
remarked in the first quarter how good it was to see the boys standing next to an opponent, 
then once the ball came into the back line they backed their ability to win it, either by reading 
the play, playing in front or best of all the tackle pressure, not just once but repeated efforts. 
Our pressure was fantastic with many run-down tackles from behind.

With this pressure being our focus and then turning defence into attack the boys started to put 
together some attractive football.

Will and Xavier started the game well in the midfield, pushing uphill into a slight breeze. It was 
important that we ran the ball before looking for one of our teammates who hopefully would 
be playing in front, Xavier back to his best today a being focused, Will getting the ball going 
with some creative handball. Once in the forward line Patty, Liam and James applied pressure 
to keep it in.

A very even first quarter with the backs doing well with the ball coming in long with a strong 
breeze, Julian started will down back, Ben H & Angus chasing everything down. Henry 
marking well playing in front making life hard for BH. 

Second Quarter kicking with the wind and the boys used it well, very easy to bomb it long but 
they kept looking for targets. Some great play from defence setting up some quick movement 
through the midfield and then quickly forward. The boys deep had the ball through the sticks 
before BH knew what had happened. Kai was fantastic in defence playing in front taking a 
couple marks. Likewise Ollie who had a sore knee and Patty kept BH honest. Angus did a 
sterling job spending the first half in the back line a was one of our drivers out of defence. Ben 
N provided a marking target for the boys up forward kicked a booming torp that had the ump 
raising both fingers. Thomas played one of his best games and has put together a solid few 
weeks.  Henry who does his best work in the ruck ensured the boys had first use. Darcy took it 
upon himself to play on their major ball winner laying plenty of tackles, Ryan not to far away to 
swoop on the crumbs. Xavier and Will combining to take on 4 opponents with Xavier repaying 
Will drawing a coupe then flicking out a handball for Will to sidestep his opponent and send it 
through post height.

Half time and you could sense the boys about to do what they do, get rolling and take the 
game away from the opposition.

The siren for half time was timely so as to talk to the boys about not being concerned at 
others or any umpiring decision they thought was wrong but to worry about what we can 
control, our effort and attitude and what will happen will happen.

Kicking of the third and back into the wind the centre line with Thomas and Ollie imposing 
their strength and HalesX2 and James chasing and tackling relentlessly, the pressure was 
starting to show and the boys took control. With our Focus on Henry being our one out focal 
point the others to push up high forward then attack the ball once on the deck. The ball kept 
dropping short and BH had a player in the hole. We decided to send the message out for 
Henry to push up the ground and everyone else to push wide. With almost instant success 
Henry marked directly in front. Kicking into a strong breeze his kick fell short. Kai and Liam 
with some intensity around the ball displayed all the skill we had practiced Friday night, being 
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front to receive a handball from a teammate being tackled. Patty and Julian where a handful 
up forward, tackling pressure and getting plenty of opportunity to score. WE had many shots, 
but the wind wasn’t our friend. The backs didn’t give an inch, Xavier mopping up anything long 
over the back, Ben and Darcy controlling the air. Will being clean and sure with his ball use 
under pressure and Ryan keeping their small forwards under check.

Three quarter time and the boys had just about broken the spirit of BH. Kicking with the 
breeze in the last the midfield took control and the Shark machine started to get going. 
Keeping up the pressure and full of momentum that never lets up the boys did what they do 
best, just like a snow ball starting out at the top of the mountain and becoming an avalanche 
gaining momentum, taking all within its path.

Henry, Ben, Liam, Kai and Thomas delt with any forward movement from BH efficiently and 
without fuss, The midfield, with Will, Darcy, Patty, Ben N, and Xavier had a great final term, 
each doing their bit when required, either under the pack fighting to get it out or clearing the 
ball and looking to use the ball hitting targets with pace out of the middle.

Ollie on one leg provided a solid target up forward, James, Angus and Julian, playing high 
forward sharing around the ball and Ryan playing close to goal was our deep forward goal 
sneak who positioned himself just over the back of the pack for a kick to come in from the 
pocket, to take a nice chest mark under pressure directly in front and to finish the day for the 
boys with a goal.

The best part of watching the boys is the way they share the ball, and to look for a teammate 
when they could try and kick a goal but to make sure everyone else gets an opportunity to be 
part of the team and enjoy their footy.

The way they go to each other after someone does something that is team orientated. 

I looks to me at times they get a bigger thrill when they see their teammate kick a goal 
because of something they did.

Well done today boys, the best team effort all season.

Awards: Liam Walsh, Ben Hales

Opposition Award:  Will Inglese

THIS IS NOT YOUR TYPICAL FOOTY PANEL SHOW!

SATURDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER 

12.30PM

APPEARING 

LIVE 
TICKETs $40

INC. sHOW, 

PARmA & POT 

GREAT FATHERs’ DAY GIFT

featuring
TONY SHAW,  

DOUg HAWkINS & 
DALE WEIgHTmAN

Cnr Maroondah Hwy & Oban Rd 
Ringwood VIC 3134
E | enquiries@clubringwood.com.au
T | 9879 8733

BOOK NOW sEE RECEPTION OR CALL 9879 8733
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UNDER 9 BLACK 
COACH: Sam Phelan

SPONSORED BY: 
Jellis Craig Doncaster 

Dallas Taylor / Daniel Broadbent: 8841 4888

NO MATCH REPORT
UNDER 9 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

43 Grace Allan 51 Jack Ottens
14 Coby Baker 13 Luca Phelan
8 Archie Conlan 15 Charli Phelan

46 Patrick Cronin 3 Casey Prichard
49 Lucas Daley 44 Arlo Ross
16 Max Georgostathis 42 Archie Rowe
12 Alexander Kupinic 40 Joel Troani
52 Hudson Lynch 45 Charlie Wilson
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UNDER 10 RED 
COACH: Arthur Antonellas

SPONSORED BY: 
Pneutech 

1300 879 613

Fitzroy 5.5. 35 Def  
PO 4.8.32

With the weather gods on our side again we travelled away to Fitzroy to play the last home 
and away game.

The boys were certainly pumped up as they trained really well on Friday and it was young 
Presty’s 50th game. Congratulations Presty on such a great achievement. It has been an 
absolute pleasure watching you develop into the awesome player you are.

This weeks captains Zane and Kai were also very excited and you could tell they were ready 
to play a big game. Winning the toss they chose to go with the wind. To top this off Zane had 
a sensational first quarter winning it out of the centre on many occasions and little Kai had an 
awesome quarter at Centre Half back.

Felix and Beau also did great jobs alternating in the ruck and 50 gamer Presty also helped win 
the ball out of the midfield. The boys were off to a flier. Both Logan and Zac started on their 
respective wings and together they ran hard helping both the backline and forward line for the 
whole quarter. 

Josh B, Harry, Riley, Alby, Tom B amd Will F were in everything up forward as we tried hard 
to score and fell just short on many occasions . Their forward pressure keeping the ball in the 
forward 50 was awesome!!!

A special mention to the backline of Lachy, Oscar, Dan, Nate, Ned and Kai also as they all 
combined well keeping Fitzroy to only one goal for the quarter.  Qtr time score:  PO 1.2.8 to 
Fitzroy 1.0.6

The second quarter was a tough one with Fitzroy taking advantage of the wind and moving 
the ball forward on many occasions. The backline with Harry, Riley, Alby, Beau, Zac and Tom 
B fought hard and with the help of Presty and Zane on the wings managed to keep Fitzroy 
to only 2 goals. Midfielders Logan, Ned, Kai and Lachy in the ruck all tried hard. Highlights 
included some big marks from Zac Anto and Riley, Presty’s standing up in contests and a flash 
of brilliance when young Rossy got clear took a bounce and kicked a lovely drop punt on the 
run for it to hit the post.  Half time score:  PO 1.6.12 to Fitzroy 3.1.19

With some adjustment to the game plan and some encouragement from the coaching group 
the boys came out fighting in the third term.

The midfield with Nate rucking, Oscar going in hard and little Harry under every pack got on 
top early. Young Zac Anto had a stand out quarter with 2 ripping goals and strong marks and 
kicks by Ned, Dan and Nate all unfortunately led to points. Dan and Tom B also had great 
quarters on their wings and made sure the ball stayed in our forward line. Felix, Lachy, Beau 
and Kai all tried hard too. Major highlights included the back work of little Presty, Alby (who 
played like Patrick Cripps), Will F who was in everything, Zane kept getting the ball and little 

UNDER 10 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Antonellos Zac 19 Hume Riley
2 Italiano Gabriel 20 Hulbert Oscar
3 Nielsen Daniel 22 Innes Beau
4 Smith Ned 29 Di Donato Isaac
5 Strik Harry 35 De Rooden Albert
6 Elliott Tom 37 Fortington William
7 Prest Joshua 40 Hattwich Felix
8 Bryant Tom 42 Fry Harvey
10 Mcleod Samuel 43 Ross Logan
16 Motteram Lachlan 44 Stephens Zane
17 Knight Kai 47 Torner William
18 Bettiol Joshua 48 Farrell Nate

Riley just keeps stopping goals with his awesome reading of the game and his string marks 
and kicks. Well done boys you managed to do what I asked in the rooms and that was to 
keep Fitzroy scoreless for the quarter.  3 Qtr time score:  PO 3. 8.26 to Fitzroy 3.1.19

In a moment to remember we all talked at the break about Presty’s 50th and getting behind 
the coach and having a real crack at winning our last game.

The boys went out pumped up and made sure the last quarter lived up to the AFL weekend 
with the game in the balance for the whole quarter. Tom B, Riley amd Alby gave us plenty of 
drive. Felix, Beau amd Harry kept trying hard. 

Presty, Zac, Logan and Dan kept us in the game with their amazing skills with all of 
them using their left foot during the game leaving the coaching panel and some parents 
speechless. With minutes to go the boys connected well with their hands as they did the 
whole game and Zac Anto took another great overhead mark and goaled to bring us within 2 
points.

In typical Sharks spirit the boys fought out the last couple of minutes but the strong wind 
made it a tough task.

As the final siren sounded I felt like Malthouse did when the Magpies lost to the Brisbane 
Lions and Paul Licuria cried (in the first grand final). The boys deserved to win after having put 
in such a big effort!!! Bad luck Presty, you played a great game and we are all proud of you 
and I’m sure you were proud of your team mates.

All of this culminated in carrying Presty of the ground for what has been an amazing 50 
games of footy. Watch out MELBOURNE Football Club, you may well have a midfielder in the 
making.  Final score: Fitzroy 5.5. 35 def PO 4.8.32 

Captains: Kai and Zane

Goals: Zac Anto 4

Awards: Riley, Anto

Best Players: The whole team with special mentions to Presty on his awesome  
50 games and young Anto on 4 cracking goals
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UNDER 10 BLACK 
COACH: Daniel Bullen

SPONSORED BY: 
MEGA PET WAREHOUSE 

Sam Raso 9879 6299

Sharks 6.6. 40  Def  
Kew Rovers 4.6. 30

Coming off the Derby with fellow Sharks side Under 10 Red, the boys had an interrupted lead 
in to their match on Sunday with bad weather causing training to be cancelled.

But it was good to see the boys arrive early to their 8.30am match versus Kew Rovers B, 
and despite a few being away due to other commitments, a healthy team of 19 took the field. 
Having been beaten by Kew Rovers B earlier in the season, both the boys and coaches were 
keen to make amends back on our home deck. 

First Quarter

Pleasingly, the Sharks reversed their first quarter form by getting off to a strong start against 
Kew. Kicking with the wind towards the BMX end, the Sharks played the majority of the 
quarter in their forward 50m. Our midfield was kept busy as Kew tried to get out of our 
forward half, while the Sharks forwards presented hard at the ball carrier to create some good 
transition play that ended in goals.  Sharks 3.1 19  Kew Rovers 0.1. 01

Second Quarter

Kicking against a strengthening wind, the Sharks tried hard to move the footy forward while 
defending their back half earnestly. A couple of opportunities disappointingly only ended in a 
minor score before Kew’s midfield were able to take charge of the centre to set up a couple 
of goals. But at half time, it was the Sharks who went in with a slender but important lead. 
Sharks 3.2. 20  Kew Rovers 2.4. 16

Third Quarter

Kicking with the wind again, it was imperative the Sharks got off to a positive start. They 
put together one of their strongest quarters of the season to double their half time score 
while keeping the opposition scoreless. Going into the three quarter time huddle, they knew 
one good quarter of defensive football would give them a coveted win against a respected 
opponent.  Sharks 6.5. 41  Kew Rovers 2.4. 16

Final Quarter

Working hard against the breeze, the Sharks were immediately challenged by the Kew Rovers. 
With the ball spending much of the time in their forward half, Kew were able to score multiple 
times to put some pressure on the Sharks but the boys willingness to tackle and defend saw 
them run out winners by two goals.

We now go into next week’s Under 10 YJFL Lightning Premiership with plenty of confidence, 
in what will be our last outing for the 2018 Season.

Final scores:  Sharks 6.6. 40  Kew Rovers 4.6. 30 
Captains: Dominic Zylan & Liam Shamloo 
Effort Awards: Dominic Zylan

UNDER 10 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 McIntyre Justin 27 Thomas Isaiah
3 Brown Indy 30 Arifovic Keegan
5 Eastwood Campbell 32 McDonald Eamon
6 DiGrazia Noah 33 Hine Cohen
7 Tasca Daniel 34 Halls Harry
8 McGowan James 38 Kinnear Cash
9 Paciocci Luke 41 Brown Harrison
10 Laurence William 44 Shamloo Liam
11 Daley Josh 45 Hamilton Logan
14 Sonderhof Logan 49 Wheatley Granger
15 Stephen Alexander 50 Wallace Austin
19 Zylan Dominic 51 Williamson Daniel
21 Bullen Fynn

Luke lays a fierce tackle on a Kew Rovers 
opponent to keep the ball in our forward 50m.

High 5s all round after James McGowan 
snapped truly for goal.
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Super gusty conditions and a small ground we new it would be a tail of tricky quarters and 
needed to be smart about the way we played today. Top of the table contest so we knew we 
had a challenge ahead.

1st quarter we where against the wind and the opposition put it on the scoreboard going in 
4 goals in front. Whilst we tried hard at the contest they made good use of the wind and we 
where a little rattled with the outcome.

Message at the change was to reload and play direct footy, kick long and open the game up, 
we did this to some extent kicking 3 majors but they also managed to score going in at half 
time 18 points down. Special mentioned to Dylan for his hard fought battles, Byron for his 
possession rate and Max Beach who was asked to do a role in the ruck and did it with real 
vigour and presence.

Ashburton had the wind in the 3rd and our focus was to keep a strong physical attack on 
the footy and to be in front of our man, as we knew the defence would be under pressure. I 
thought the boys managed this really well and to go in just over 4 goal down at the 3rd change 
was a really encouraging sign. Lachie D had a real impact in the quarter, Henrys touch around 
the pill was having an effect and Campbell was a rock in defence.

3rd quarter address was about momentum, we knew we had the cattle to come home with 
a wet sail and needed to play direct footy to get the scoreboard moving. A fast start would 
have the opposition nervous and could open up for a great climax to the game. The boys 
tried valiantly and had most of the footy but couldn’t impact the scoreboard going down by 3 
goals. Thought Jack and Riley stood tall in the last with Mason as usual tried his best. Zach 
had a physical presence in the last, which was really pleasing, and Bruce chimed in with some 
important touches also.

I thought our endeavour and effort at the contest was an improvement on last week, but still 
some work to do. Pressure at the contest and our second efforts need some work and we will 
be driving this home at training. Champion teams succeed when the team do the 1% better 
than anyone else, this is our focus for the week

Go sharks

Captains: Lucas H, Bruce, Max, Owen, Jayden

Goal Kickers: Lucas H 3, Henry, Riley, Felix

Best Players: Mason, Lucas H Henry, Max B, Campbell, Archie, Dylan

UNDER 11 RED 
COACH: Rob Sette

SPONSORED BY: 
MCG Windows 

Grant Milton: (03) 9723 9705 

Dickson Plumbing Services 
0410 627 567

Ashburton 9.5.59 Def  
Park Orchards 6.4.40.

UNDER 11 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Hirvonen-Blunt Lukas 16 Nicholls Lucas

2 Sette Jacob 17 Kilworth Felix

3 Young Gabriel 18 Milton Henry

4 Harvie Mason 20 Drummond Campbell

5 Todero Dylan 22 Waddy Bruce

6 Wilson Zac 25 Nicholls Max

7 Leonard Archie 26 Sestan Owen

9 Di Conza Riley 27 Allan Lachlan

10 Bridger Jacob 28 Beach Max

13 Knight James 43 Inglese Jack

14 Steele-Bonney Byron 53 Sultana Jayden

15 Dickson Lachlan
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UNDER 11 BLACK 
COACH: Michael James

SPONSORED BY: 
Canon Toyota 

Rob Little: 9459 3277

Park Orchards (H)  3. 3. 21 Def by 
Greythorn  7. 17. 59   

Today gave us the chance to put last week behind us, get back to our home ground and get 
back to having some fun and enjoying our footy.

It also meant that it was Corey’s turn to play his 50th game. I was rapt when Corey decided to 
come back and play footy. Corey has so much to offer and has been a fantastic player, very 
quick across the ground, a beautiful long kick of the football and loves kicking a goal.

As captain, Corey won the toss and kicked with a strong wind. BT looked ready to dominate 
in the ruck while Bosco was going to run rings around the centre and this is how it started. 
A great tap from BT to Bosco who got the ball onto Ozzie who streamed forward and drove 
the ball long. We battled and kept the ball in our forward line and putting pressure on the 
defenders. A great kick from Ozzie into the forwards saw Archie raise above the pack to take a 
very strong overhead pack mark. Archie went back to kick his first goal for the season and the 
boys were very happy about it. Ozzie, Broc, Bosco and BT continued to lead from the front. 
James, Corey, Will and Elliot were fighting hard to keep the ball in the front line as we had 
several shots at goal but just couldn’t put the extra goals on the board. When the ball went 
into the backline Harry, Tom Mac, Fletch, Hamish, Jedd and Byron all kept the pressure on the 
Greythorn forwards as we kept them scoreless for the first quarter.  ¼ Time – PO 1.2.8 lead 
Grey 0.3.3

Second quarter our backline was under constant pressure as Greythorn, now kicking with 
the wind continued to push forward. Bryon, Hamish, Jedd, Archie were battling in the air 
while Harry, Fletch and Tom Mac and Sean were fighting it out on the ground. Our boys did 
put together some very neat football as Ozzie marked strongly on the wing, he turned his 
opponent inside out and delivered a perfect pass to Sam in the middle a quick handball onto 
Will and the boys were looking good and showing us coaches some of the skills they do have. 
Bosco continued to be in everything, even giving away a free kick for being “too aggressive” 
… To me it looked like the perfect tackle, sometimes you do have to shake your head and 
wonder… BT, always looking for a way to surge forward, break a tackle or give a don’t argue 
was again leading from the front. I have really enjoyed watching Tom develop this year as he 
has started to believe in himself with real determination.  ½ Time – PO 1.2.8 trail Grey 4.9.33

After the main break and a quick prima, the boys were fired up for a big third quarter and 
determined to get Corey a goal in his 50th game. James was now having a run in the middle 
and racked up a few possessions helping us move the ball forward, while Seany was enjoying 
some space on the wing and the wind at his back launching the ball deep into our forward line 
as Corey continued to look dangerous. Elliot was always at the fall of the ball, knocking it out 
of the pack to our loose players. Broc took a magnificent mark inside the arc and went back 
for the long roost but just fell short, the pack formed and a quick out from Greythorn went over 
the line on the full. Corey was never going to miss this opportunity to have a shot at goal but 
being in the right pocket as a left footer was always going to be a challenge. 

UNDER 11 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Davis Oliver 15 King James
4 Bradshaw Byron 16 Sizer Charlie
5 Foxwell Austin 18 Arbuthnot Sam
6 Ficinus Elliot 19 Read Harrison
8 Taylor Broc 20 Mcdiarmid Will
9 Tang Bosco 21 Noonan Hamish
10 James Archie 22 Mcdiarmid Tom
11 Fletcher Cameron 23 Allan Jordan
12 Kelly Sean 24 Simos Jacob
13 Little Jedd 25 Arifovic Cruz
14 Shallvey Tom

Putting it to the goal, Bryon plucked it from the pack and with a quick snap kicked a goal. A 
great result for lots of hard work. Back in the middle Bryon was now giving BT a rest from the 
ruck and proceeded to put the palm the ball straight down Ozzie throat. Ozzie, with beautiful 
ball control, kept the ball in front and pushing forward eluded several players and kick long 
to the goal square where the man of the day bobbed up to take a ripper pack mark. Corey 
then went back and kicked truly for a goal in his 50th game. All the boys got around Corey 
to congratulate him and his smile was reward in its self. Will was having a great game taking 
marks and getting multiple possessions after gaining a lot of confidence last week. Jacob was 
working around the ground as Fletch, Tom Mac and Harry were giving us plenty of run off the 
half back line and taking the game on.

How good is kicking goals? Kept it up boys you can do it.  3/4/time – PO 3.2.20 trail 
Greythorn 7.9.51

It was good to be playing a home again after a few weeks on the road, but the big ground 
really does take it out of the boys. Ozzie was covering a huge amount of territory, running to 
space hitting targets and playing a fantastic game. Archie little brother Henry, having already 
played U9’s saw that we had no bench so happily but his hand up to play another game. 
Henry did a great job running around in the forward line making his opponent accountable. 
Thanks Henry you did a great job. Broc never stopped trying and had a good second half, BT 
finished off a very good 4 quarters, as did Bosco, Fletch and Harry. Hamish continues to prove 
to himself that he can play some good football when commits to the ball and uses the ball 
well.

The great thing about the last quarter, even thou we didn’t the extra goal or 2 we battled hard 
for we kept Greythorn goal in the last quarter. Which was a great effort given the wind.   
Full Time – PO 3.3.21 lost to Greythorn 7.17.59

Well done boys. One game to go, lets make it our best of the season.

Captain: Corey Sekac (C) Tom Shallvey (VC)

Goal Kickers: Archie James – 1, Corey Sekac – 1, Byron Bradshaw - 1 

Best players: Austin Foxwell, Tom Shallvey, Corey Sekac, Bosco Tang and Byron 
Bradshaw
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Simple equation - Win today and lock in a finals spot. Lose and then rely on a last round win 
and other results go our way. Lachlan Di Conza and Nathan Dreaeger dual captains tried to 
fire the boys up with their captains speech in readiness for a huge game at Zerbes Reserve.

Like last week; the wind was blowing a gale which was going to make it a game of 2 halves. 
Beverley Hills kicked 2 quick goals to go in at 1/4 time up by 13 points. We needed to play 
smart and not think the wind was going to do to all of the work. We kicked 2 great goals 
(Andrew with another huge bomb and Gabe with a brilliant running goal) but we let them kick 
one into the wind so we went in some 10 points down at 1/2 time.

At halftime we spoke about working hard for each other, winning each individual contest and 
supporting each other. Beverley Hills kicked an early goal along with several points but after 
some great tackling by Cooper; he converted a goal which gave the boys some hope. So at 
3/4 time we were 9 points down and the equation was simple. Work hard, play clever football 
and its ours for the taking.

We opended up the forwardline and asked the boys for one big effort. And as these young 
men have continued to do over the years they didn’t disappoint. The backline and midfield 
just stuck to their guns and the forwards did their best. We kept peppering the goals but just 
couldn’t convert and with 1 & 1/2 minutes to go Gabe kicked his second to put us 1 point 
up. This is when their true spirit  stood out as the boys played beyond their years maintaining 
posession and held on to win by 1 point. The best thing was again that everyone of these 
boys contributed and as a team, we get the result.

They could not hide their excitement and now sit 2nd on the ladder having beaten every other 
team and having a draw with the undefeated top team.

It’s business time boys - See you at Colman for a good night of training

Go Sharks

Captains: Lachlan Di Conza & Nathan Draeger

Goal Kickers: Gabe Sumpf 2, Andrew Holt-Oakes 1 & Cooper Smith 1

Best players: Another Brilliant Team Effort

UNDER 12 RED 
COACH: Bevan Smillie & David Worthington

SPONSORED BY:

Smilsafe  
Ph: 0425 734 739 

www.smilsafe.com.au

Natskin (03) 9876 7881

Park Orchards 4.5.29  Def 
Beverley Hills 4.4.28

UNDER 12 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Stephens Joel 13 Tymms Jacob
2 Di Conza Lachlan 15 Smit Harry
3 Fortington Jack 17 Holt-Oakes Andrew
4 Stumpf Gabriel 18 Nitz Oliver
7 Galstians Joshua 19 Worthington Thomas
8 Turner Cameron 20 Albers Daniel
9 Dominko Max 21 Smillie Josh
10 Quinn Lachlan 22 Draeger Nathan
11 Tait William 23 Smith Cooper
12 Galstians Jake
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UNDER 12 BLACK 
COACH: Jason Hutchinson

SPONSORED BY

Splash Editing  
Ph: 0413 384 358  

www.splashediting.com.au

Elephant & Co 
Jeremy Thomas 0409 864 910

Park Orchards B  12.14-86 Def  
Parade St Damians 0.1-1

Heading into Round 14 was an opportunity to try a few players in different positions and to 
refine our running game against a team that has been struggling this year. Our core focus 
was to capitalise on our opportunities in the forward line and not to just blaze away at goals 
which we have a tendency of doing against weaker teams. Before the game, we spoke about 
centering the ball up as we were entering the forward line and to look for players in better 
positions. Unfortunately, this didn’t quite happen in the first quarter, but we did get better as 
the game progressed resulting in a brilliant last quarter. 

Qtr 1: 2 goals, 6 points = 25% conversion

Qtr 2: 3 goals, 4 points = 42% conversion

Qtr 3: 2 goals, 3 points = 40% conversion

Qtr 4: 5 goals, 1 points = 83% conversion

I believe that this is the biggest winning margin to date that we have had as a team which is 
a real achievement. Based on the form of the last 3 weeks I think the boys have hit a purple 
patch and are starting to play some great footy with an even contribution across the board. 
Every little tackle and every second effort really helps change the momentum of a game. 

Below are my highlights for each of the boys:

Sammy P – Hitting some stellar form towards the end of the season with 4 great goals. More 
pleasing was seeing Sammy take the game on and using his natural flair.

Josh C – Putting together a string of solid games. Josh is starting to use his strength well with 
some big fend off and some great shepherding. 

Brady – Wasn’t feeling well earlier in the morning but I bet he was glad he turned up after 
kicking a great goal.

Lachlan – Mr Smooth. How are those foot skills? Lachlan’s delivery was brilliant on the 
weekend. Constantly hitting a target either by foot or hand. Such a smart thinker and reader of 
the game.

Layne – His improvement this year has been phenomenal. I love Layne’s approach to training 
and game day. He gives 110% effort in everything and his chase into the backline preventing a 
goal was memorable.

Bara – Another great game by Barra. It difficult when you play full back and the ball doesn’t 
get down there much but when it did Bara had his name all over it.

Kye – Back to his running best. Reading the ball so beautifully and tearing teams apart with 
his pace.

Max – I love Max’s last two games. He has dominated in the ruck and his tapping to position 
has been outstanding. He was dropping the ball in Connor and Wills lap in the middle of the 
ground.

Connor – What a first Quarter! Connor was on fire racking up the possessions. Was tough in 
packs and really clever with his hands. Was great to see him kick a goal as well.

Oli – Another strong game with some great marks as well as being involved in some clever 
passages on play which resulted in him kicking a great goal.

Bailey – Great game in the middle with some relentless attacks on the ball. I love the 2nd and 
3rd efforts that Bailey puts in.

Dan B – Strong on the wing with some great use of his body to win the ball. Ran hard all day 
and provide some great options in the middle of the ground.

Adamo – Play back, forward and in the middle and managed to kick a great goal deep in 
the pocket in the last quarter. I love Adamo’s attack on the ball. You just know he won’t get 
beaten!

Flynn – Continues to deliver. His attack on the ball and the ball carrier is second to none. 
Some great tackles and two great goals.

Sammy V – It was great seeing Sammy V getting involved and winning the ball. We need 
him taking those big marks across the ground whether it be up forward, down back or in the 
middle. He just gives us such flexibility.

Finn – I love seeing Finn get better and better each week. I can see the confidence building 
and I just know come finals time that he will be ready to kick us some goals.

Ben J – If you can believe it Ben played against a boy taller than him! It was a very tough 
fought battle with both of them winning equal amounts of the ball. Playing Ben up forward 
really gives us a big target who can take strong marks and kick a mile.

Will – Continues his outstanding season with another strong game. Will picks up a huge 
amount of possessions but more importantly his 1%ers has really increased this year and he 
sets the bar each week.

Next week is an important game with the winner taking second spot and having a second 
chance in the finals. I think if we continue our 4 quarter efforts we will be in for a good shot!

Go Sharks!

Captain: Max and Kye (Captain)

Goal Kickers:  Sammy P (4), Flynn (2), Will K (1), Connor (1), Brady (1), Layne (1),  
Adamo (1), Oli P (1)

Best players:  Great team effort by all! 
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UNDER 13 RED 
COACH: Damian Smith

SPONSORED BY:

JNJ Electrics

Pneutech 
1300 879 613

Fitzroy 6.5.41  Def  
Sharks 1.8.14

A 1pm game is always of concern to us…too much zombie computer stuff availability for our 
little angels has shown us that sometimes they are a little underprepared for game time.

We only just fell in against the Roys earlier in the year with a goal around siren time from a 
bloke who we have barely seen since!

We welcomed back four boys back into the side, Fraser, Sam S, Ace and Humey. A late call 
was made from Oakesy as he was crook with a cold and didn’t look too flash. Like a true 
soldier he turned up and had a crack only to be too ill to continue from pushing a little too 
hard during the first quarter.

We had a scratcher ring-in turn up – Ben Evans! He came along for the ride to say hi while 
Sebbie Lee nursed his broken finger with bandages up to his neck! 

We offered Ben to pull on the boots, he made a couple of phone calls and next thing you know 
he’s running around in familiar colours.

Pazz won the toss for his 100th game and kicked downhill with a strong breeze. Unfortunately 
our boys still seem to have same hearing issues and clogged up the forward fifty very well 
where we gave Coop no room to ply his trade, just two solitary points at ¼ Time!

The Roys came down breeze, playing pretty good uninhibited footy to kick 2.2 for the term. 
We didn’t score into the breeze with not many of our boys contributing anything either 
physically, verbally or perhaps mentally it seemed? Most of us seemed a little disinterested.

Will Sonders was going in with great vigour, Killa was holding his own on the wing, Pazz 
started with a bit of pizzaz…apart from that, it seems most others had been on the sauce the 
night before.

The premiership quarter with the breezed beckoned. We kicked 1.6 and went in only a point 
down at the last change. We hoped that the opposition were about done for the year, unable 
to reach the finals but they showed great composure and a desire to get to the footy first, 
something the umpire clearly rated. 

Will Sonderhof kicked a great goal that unfortunately turned out to be our only major for the 
day. 

UNDER 13 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Tovey Joshua 12 Morcom Tom

2 Lee Sebastian 14 Rees Thomas

4 King Fraser 16 Sonderhof William

5 Broadbent David 17 Kilkenny Tobias

6 Parrott Matthew 18 Pollock Oscar

7 Harrison Sam 19 Oakes Bradley

8 Dempsey James 20 Stephens Sam

9 Smith Zac 21 Hume Bradley

10 Adama Acelin 23 Trembath Cooper

11 Foxwell Joel 24 Morgan Jamison

They ran away with the game during the last quarter banging on another 4 goals. Our lack of 
application was evident for all to see……I’m sure the boys were just keeping their collective 
powder dry for the last home and away fixture this coming Sunday

Best players were: Sonders, Demps, and JT
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UNDER 13 BLACK 
COACH: Rob Clark

SPONSORED BY:

Ravida 
www.ravida.com.au

All Over Bins 
1300 555 087

Park Orchards  4.10.34 Def by  
Glen Iris 6.7.43

Our last home game at Stintons on a windy, dry winter morning up against the team we had a 
good victory last time.  In what has been a difficult season, we wanted another win & this was 
our big chance.  Our captain for the week, Brodie, who spoke well before the game, won the 
toss & we elected to kick with a 3-4 goal wind.

Unfortunately, other than a bright start where we unluckily hit the post twice in the opening few 
minutes, our lack of urgency & accountability put us on the back foot & Glen Iris was able to 
kick 2 goals into the wind.  Our 5 behinds was very disappoining.  The coach was not amused 
by the 1st quarter & we’re pretty sure the boys also realised pretty soon after that!

The acid was on the boys to respond in the second quarter & minimise the damage.  Charlie 
was his aggressive, bullocking self in the ruck & started to dominate.  Matt & Harry were solid 
down back where the ball spent most of its time.  Ben S was exceptional.  Somehow he beat 
2 players & got the ball forward on one occasion.  Lucas was still running well on his wing.  

Oscar was trying hard down back.  On ballers were working much harder to man up &  
prevent easy goals.  As it was, the wind was a great advantage & at halftime, we trailed  
5.5 - 35 to 0.5 - 5.

Halftime was much more upbeat.  The boys had responded, the coach had calmed down & 
the wind was still howling.  The biggest of big 3rd quarters was required.

Magnets shuffled.  Matt, Rhys & Sollie into the midfield.  Remi at full forward.  Dan S to full 
back.  We had to go right from the outset…& WE DID.  Matt patrolled his area really well - took 
a couple of good marks & pinpointed a great pass to Sollie…goal.  Sollie working hard in a 
contest, free kick…goal.  Matt, big mark…goal.  Great work down the wing, long kick, Mitch 
racing into the pocket…goal.  Another couple of pings just missing.  Siren sounds.  Sharks 
dominating.  No score to Glen Iris that quarter with the scores 5.5-35 to 4.8-32 just trailing by 
3 points.

Final quarter we needed to play our very best.  We started well.  Blake, Dan W & Boston were 
great targets up forward.  Remi with his pace was really hurting his opponent but we couldn’t 
hit the goals, just a couple of behinds to be 1 point down.  Bo rebounded well & Brodie 
continued to attack the ball both in the back line.  Dan S spoiled really well.  Ben W exerted 
influence across half back as well.  But we couldn’t land the killer blow.  The ball got stuck in 

UNDER 13 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Smith Daniel 13 Evangelista Remi
2 Breen Bo 14 Leaumont Jacob
3 Prunty Harrison 15 Watt Matthew
4 Ramage Lucas 16 Brown Solomon
6 Jones Rhys 18 White Daniel
7 Sette Ben 19 Scott Yared
9 Clark Mitchell 21 Waddy Ben

10 Lynch Oscar 22 Keane Blake
11 Vermeulen Brown Charlie 25 Maynes Brodie
12 D’Alberto James 26 Harvie Boston

Glen Iris’s forward line for the last minute where right on the siren they snapped the final goal 
& we ended up losing by 9 points.

The 1st quarter….grrrrrr!!!!  Absolutely dominated the game after that point on but the damage 
had been done.  Those 2 goals into the wind by Glen Iris were invaluable.Such a missed 
opportunity.  Very disappointing.

Shows just how important it is to be right on song right from the first bounce.  We were caught 
napping & paid the price.

So 1 game to go for us.  Parkside next week where we were also really competitive the first 
time around.  Lets turn up with the right mindset & give ourselves the best opportunity.  We 
deserve a win.

GO SHARKS!!!!

Captain: Brodie

Goal Kickers: Solomon (2), Matt, Mitch

Best players: Charlie, Solomon, Matt, Ben S, Mitch, Lucas, Rhys
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UNDER 14 RED 
COACH: Andrew Schafer

SPONSORED BY:

JNJ Electrics

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe 
www.warranglen.com.au

NO MATCH REPORT
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UNDER 14 BLACK 
COACH: Kim O’Connor

SPONSORED BY:
AKT Trophy Centre 

Keith Hudson: 9725 4339 
RNG Lawyers 

Adrian Riccioni: 9739 7377

Park Orchards Black 10:10:70 Def  
Brunswick 9:5:59 

NO MATCH REPORT
UNDER 14 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Smeed Ryan 15 Li Kevin

2 O'Connor Joshua 17 Dimauro Angelo

5 Tymms Isaac 18 Watts Liam

7 Duffy Ben 20 Currie Finn

9 Leach James 21 Mahadeva Brinthan

11 Fisher Edward 22 Goss Jordan

12 Keyes Dylan 23 Vella Orlando

13 Wade Flynn 24 D'souza Shannon

14 Maramba Tadiwa 27 Cahill Zachary
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UNDER 15 RED 
COACH: Rob Ameer

SPONSORED BY: 
Screenhouse Effects 

Park Orchards 3.6.24 Def by  
Ashburton 8.7.55 

The win was ours to be had on the weekend, but the players that were putting in massive 
efforts on Sunday just didn’t have enough in the tank.

We were very unlucky that quite a few players were sore from a heavy work load of sport, but 
we need all the players to put in a massive effort every week if we are to achieve our potential 
as a group. 

Our same players that put in every week did so again on the weekend and a sensational game 
by Captain Tom Sonderhof and Jack Rossimel playing well in the middle, with Sam Linkin, 
Braydon Scott, Ben Harrison and Jesse Brown all having good games. Matt Faulkner has 
gotten back to footy well and Tobey Draffin again had a solid performance. 

Some guys were out of position due to injuries and some were just not able to play out a game 
in the style that we have strived for all week.

Time to ramp it up a bit lads, it’s almost finals time, and when we need to be at our bests.

THINGS THAT I LIKED:-
•	 The	endeavour	of	the	players	that	have	“that”	winning	want
•	 Players	taking	on	any	role	without	dispute	and	owning	it

UNDER 15 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 McMahon Bailey 13 Harrisson Ben

2 Cantwell Harrison 14 Scott Brayden

3 Skien Cayden 15 Foxwell Owen

4 Draffin Tobey 17 Kouteris Charlie

5 Faulkner Matthew 18 Linkin Samuel

6 Cormack Luke 19 Sonderhof Thomas

7 Nitz Brock 21 Halls Oscar

8 Didier Finn 20 Wallis Matthew

9 Ameer Henry 22 Rossimel Jack

10 Brown Jesse 23 Haas Jordan

12 Phillips Edward 25 Jury Lachlan

AREAS TO IMPROVE ON:-
•	 Four	quarters	of	footy
•	 HARD	at	every	contest,	win	each	contest,	win	the	day.

Goal Kickers: Brown, Wallis, Sonderhof

Best afield for the day

As above

GO SHARKS, GO ORCH 18
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COLTS RED 
COACH: Paris Harvie

SPONSORED BY:

Earthlink Contractors

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe 
www.warranglen.com.au

Park Orchards 1.9.15 Def by  
Surry Park 4.9.33

This week’s game was against Surrey Park. After a loss last week, we expected this to be 
another physical encounter especially against Surrey Park who really like the physicality.  
With the Supercoach on vacation the great Steve Wallis was given the responsibility along 
with Eugene to take the reins.  The boys had a lot to play for this week as another of the 
Supercoach assistants also departs for a well-earned vacation.  Eugene has worked tirelessly 
with our boys this year.

On behalf of players and parents we would like to thank Eugene for his contribution and 
teaching our boys the various game plans and the technical aspects of the game. The boys 
were very fortunate to have someone with your experience teaching them about the game.

This game was played in tough and windy conditions, throughout the whole day. I believe 
this was probably the most competitive game we have played for the year. We only had 19 
players and 1 on the bench for the whole game. This was a gutsy effort and as a parent I was 
very proud to watch these boys play as a team which enabled them to implement the game 
plan set up by Wally and Eugene as part of the pre-game speech. As you can see from the 
score line this game was very close and at the end Surrey Park kicked 2 late goals which 
did not reflect the closeness of the game. This was a great team performance with everyone 
contributing in some way. 

This week’s game against Kew will be the last game for some our boys in junior football which 
should make them more determined to win.

I am confident that we can finish the year out strongly as long as we focus our attention on the 
football and don’t lose concentration

Captain: T. Prunty

Goal Kickers: 1 Buckets Fowkes

Best players: Whole Team. 

COLTS RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 James Kye 16 Brown Gus
2 Harvie Ethan 17 Stevens Luke
3 Magnano Alex 18 Purcell Matthew
6 Wallis Ben 19 Gawel Lachlan
7 O'Connor James 20 Harrap Tyson
8 Munro Lachie 21 Bates Josh
9 Hayes Cameron 22 Bolton Finn
10 Panza Benjamin 23 Bridger Jesse
11 Smead William 24 Braunthal Zac
12 Standish George 25 Reyneke Sebastian
13 Woods Declan 27 Taylor Isaac
14 Romas Zac 28 Antonino Nicholas
15 Prunty Tyler 29 Fowkes Jayden

COLTS BLACK 
COACH: Andrew Spiteri

SPONSORED BY:

Spiteri Jaguar 
Andrew Spiteri: 9899 4851

Resi Ventures 
Anthony Braunthal: 0416 069 959

SCORES

NO REPORT
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UNDER 11 GIRLS 
COACH:  Jason Dove & Tim Dawson

SPONSORED BY: 
Appleby Real Estate 

8727 9555

BYE

UNDER 11 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 King Allie 13 Doolan Charlise
2 Bryant Ellie 14 Peterson Charlotte
4 Caldwell Ruby 17 Caldwell Emily
5 Dawson Grace 18 D'souza Shania
6 Pollock Sienna 19 Vendel Macy
7 Bosna Mia 20 Spencer-Jones Bonnie
8 Dove Zara 21 Scott Jaide
9 Nyariri Zahra 22 Harvie Willow

10 Saunders Ella 31 Bettiol Grace
11 Tovey Indianna 55 Spencer-Jones Mia
12 McInerney Scarlett 56 Pelosi Elena

THIS IS NOT YOUR TYPICAL FOOTY PANEL SHOW!

SATURDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER 

12.30PM

APPEARING 

LIVE 
TICKETs $40

INC. sHOW, 

PARmA & POT 

GREAT FATHERs’ DAY GIFT

featuring
TONY SHAW,  

DOUg HAWkINS & 
DALE WEIgHTmAN

Cnr Maroondah Hwy & Oban Rd 
Ringwood VIC 3134
E | enquiries@clubringwood.com.au
T | 9879 8733

BOOK NOW sEE RECEPTION OR CALL 9879 8733
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UNDER 12 GIRLS 
COACH: Tim Rule

SPONSORED BY:

EASTLAND

Sharks 12.9.81 Def  
Bulleen   1.0.6

UNDER 12 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

3 Bastide Haylee 22 Knight Demi
4 Modz-Manson Rose 27 Lomen Alicia
5 Green Charlotte 30 McLeod Amber
7 Moran Madeline 32 Brimelow Charlotte

10 Mercer Lily 33 Rule Tegan
11 Peters Jayde 39 Grace Samantha
12 Servinis Mia 40 Nash Molly
13 Young Mary 41 Stone Bethany
14 Rule Lacey 42 Draeger Madeline
18 Miriklis Zoe 64 Smith Amy

Sharks win 12 Straight !

Once again we were blessed with a sunny yet windy Sunday morning and our girls faced 
an opposition with only 14 players & without hesitation the girls who were asked filled in for 
Bulleen & represented themselves and the Sharks with distinction !

The beauty in this played out in the last quarter when our captain for the day Zoe Miriklis after 
slotting 2 first quarter goals for us put one through for Bulleen , we were lucky it was only 1 
! It was actually great to see as an opposition how good Zoe is and what type of defensive 
mechanisms to put in place for such a quick & powerful player!

First quarter  Wary of Bulleen’s 3rd position on the ladder but top spot locked in we tried a 
few things and as always when I try things with the players I have they show me how good 
they are.This was the case today for Alicia Lomen who not only grabbed her stint on ball with 
both hands reading the tap hand balling then shepherding also tackling the opposition and 
had a great day !

With Rose & Jayde playing well for Bulleen we managed 3 goals 2 to Zoe & 1 to Charli 
Brimelow.

Second quarter  Kicking with the wind we used the ball really well and put on display our 
running game and it resulted in 4 goals, a second to Charli B, a third to Zoe & 1 for Charlotte 
Green!

Third quarter  After her quarter with Bulleen Tegan swapped jumpers with Cj and took her 
place in the forward line to great results kicking 3 in the quarter, not to be out done Sammi 
Grace kicked her first goal for the Year & the game was done & dusted with us 10 goals to zip 
up at 3 quarter time !

Fourth quarter  We had the wind again but as previously mentioned we also had Zoe and 
Lacey playing against us and when Tegan kicked her fourth and Sammi marked and goaled for 
a second time the game was over but it allowed time for Zoe to make her mark for both teams 
with there 1 and only score ?

I used the words incredible and I have to apologize to the girls it was aimed at because it’s just 
opportunity they were lacking not courage, skill & ability and they continued to show it today !

A big thanks to Rose,Jayde,Tegan,Amber, Cj,Mads,Lacey & Zoe who played for the opposition 
this week !

Goal scorers: T.Rule 4, Zoe 4,Charli 2, Sammi 2 & CJ 1 Best: Alicia Lomen, Zoe Miriklis, 
Maddie Moran, Mary Young, Lily Mercer !

It’s another top of the table clash next week playing Ivanhoe who are second on the ladder at 
Ivanhoe 1pm !

Go Sharks
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UNDER 13 GIRLS 
COACH: Mike Newton

SPONSORED BY:

CVA PROPERTY 
Ian Angelico: 9654 2311

Eastland

Doncaster 2.2.14 Def  
Park Orchards 2.1.13

The girls took to Schramms Reserve to take on the Doncaster Cats, who were going to be a 
tough opposition as they were playing to keep their finals chances alive. The Sharks job was 
only made tougher with a number of players unable to play. Despite these obstacles the girls 
worked hard throughout the day to create and hold a lead until the dying minutes of the game, 
when all forces that had been working against them finally overwhelmed them; Doncaster 
taking the win by a single point.

The girls learnt an important lesson on Sunday, sometime football is not always reasonable 
and fair. At times you need to just accept what happens and move on. Next week we have 
another game to focus on and enjoy.

A big thank you to Molly who filled in at late notice and played a great game.

Captain: Sophia

Best Players:  Holly, Ava, Alana, Mim , Molly

Goals:  Charli, Lilly
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It was a case of deja vu, Park Orchards v Surrey Park at Bennetswood for a third time this 
year.  The only noticeable difference today, no rain.  It has been a happy hunting ground for 
the Sharkettes amassing 33.42. 240 against 1.1.7.  The wind was blowing a gale and it took a 
couple of right angle bounces to register goals for Jorja and Jazzie in the first quarter.  Captain 
Jorja went on to have an outstanding day, making the wing her own.  At quarter time the lead 
was 4.3.27 to 0.

The second quarter saw the Sharkettes start to spread and dominate.  The girls realised that 4 
to the contest and longer range handballs were the key to the day.  There was some fantastic 
unselfish play with Lana, Mia and Chloe feeding their team mates scoring opportunities rather 
than putting the ball on their own boot.  Chelsea’s give to Chloe and subsequent shepherd 
to clear the path brought tears of joy to the coaches’ eyes.  Tilly H’s physicality and second 
efforts were outstanding, giving her game a tough edge.  By halftime the girls had jumped out 
to a 7.4.46 to 1 point lead.

The third quarter again saw the girls transition the ball beautifully.  Lu was dancing around 
her opponents in the square while Lauren just muscled her way through.  Zoe was making 
light work of her opponents in the ruck and Vas tied down the Wing position.  Great to have 
her back.  Tilly R and Jade’s tackles and drive through the middle continually pushed the ball 
forward to our advantage.  By three quarter time and due to some inaccurate kicking, we were 
out to an 11.13.79 lead to 1.

Against the wind in the last quarter the girls dug deep.  Flynn had 3 memorable efforts in a 
row and Nat stepped up with two of her trademark runs.  Hanni was switched to the forward 
line after spending the day in the backline trying to keep warm.  The backline was outstanding 
for the whole day, with the ball rarely getting past the half back line.  The score ended up at 
11.15.81 to 0.1.1.

Bring on St Mary’s next week.

Captain: Jorja Livingstone

Goals: Lauren Knowles (3), Mia McAuliffe (2), Layla Prince (2), Alannah Boell (2),  
Jorja Livingstone (1), Jazzie Taylor (1). 

Best players: Jade Hutchinson, Jorja Livingstone, Chelsea Dunoon, Mia McAuliffe,  
Tilly Hodgson, Lauren Knowles

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS 
COACH: Heath Lee

SPONSORED BY: 
SOUTHERN STATES GROUP 

Wayne Taylor: 8689 7111

Park Orchards 11.15.81 Def  
Surrey Park 0.1.1

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Kristen Bertoldi 14 Jade Hutchinson

3 Sahana Pote 16 Natalie Broadbent

4 Jorja Livingstone 20 Chelsea Dunoon

5 Chloe Lee 22 Lauren Knowles

6 Alannah Boell 23 Jasmine Taylor

9 Mia McAuliffe 24 Tilly Hodgson

10 Matilda Rae 50 Layla Prince

11 Sophie Harvie 51 Zoe Douglas

12 Flynn Peters 52 Vasiliki Karamitos

No.14 Jade Hutchinson gathers cleanly  
after a smart switch of play

No.22 Lauren Knowles takes a great  
pack mark

No.50 Layla Prince dominating the ruck
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Q1: The girls started out well against the wind, Taliah made her presence felt early with a great 
tackle advancing the ball into our forward line. Some fantastic pressure tackles in the middle 
of the ground. Then came a great mark and goal by Zoe. It was a solid start by the girls. 

Sharks 1.0-6 Dragons 0.1-1

Q2: Taliah continued to tackle hard, the pressure continued and the girls in the backline were 
working hard. Hirsty was quick with the ball in the centre. Courtney had a great tackle, always 
tough at the ball. Followed by another mark to Zoe, Amelia and Amelia found the scoreboard 
with a point

Sharks 1.1-7 Dragons 0.0-0

Q3 It was proving a difficult day for footy with the strong wind. Taliah continued to apply 
pressure, Anna was tackling hard. Hirsty stepped up her speediness around the ground. Ella 
and Victoria were working really hard making strong contests. Charli attacked the ball hard, 
continuing the teams tackling pressure. Ella and Nat stopped a certain Brunswick goal. All the 
girls were working hard in the premiership quarter, Brunswick had a lucky goal bounce through 
to set up a competitive last quarter.

Sharks 1.1-7 Dragons 1.2-8

Q4: Zoe had an excellent early tackle, then some great long kicks. Amelia kicked her second 
point for the afternoon, and continued to knock the ball to advantage. Anna followed up with 
another point. Charli was continuing to attack the ball. Courtney had some great tackles 
stopping Brunswick from going forward. Abby was hard at the ball, Taliah continued strong 
work, was an exciting finish with the crowd cheering loud, Sharks came away with a well 
fought win!!!!!!!!

Sharks 1.4-10 Dragons 1.2-8

Captain: Amelia Rees

Goals: Zoe

Best players: Whole Team

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS 
COACH: Matt Turner

SPONSORED BY: 
Kew Podiatry 
(03) 9853 7836

Park Orchards 1.4-10 Def  
Brunswick 1.2-8

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Victoria Turner 21 Emma Matthews

4 Sophie Hirst 25 Amelia Rees

7 Anna Marchionno 33 Charli Dempsey

13 Ella Garniss 34 Alicia De Santis

15 Isabelle Miranda 35 Abbey Callaghan

17 Taliah Cameron 53 Zoe Servinis

18 Courtney Murray 66 Natassja Shallvey

19 Kylah Harrap
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UNDER 17 GIRLS 
COACH: Adam Pollock

SPONSORED BY:

Healesville Toyota 
Adam Pollock: 5962 4333

SCORES

NO MATCH REPORT
UNDER 17 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Tahlia Tait 19 Charlotte Pittendrigh
4 Natalie Squillace 20 Zarah Brumley
6 Isabelle Pollock 21 Jaya Templeton
7 Abbey Dunphy 22 Lexie Jays
9 Brianna Clark 23 Renee Nuemeister

12 Alana Podolak 24 Matisse Shields
14 Alexandra Smit 34 Grace Schafer
15 Chloe McMahon 57 Dakota Hoen
16 Jasmine Prunty 58 Phoebe Hankin
18 Chloe Rice 59 Chloe Lay
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YOUTH GIRLS 
COACH: Scott Marshall  0418 517 457

SPONSORED BY:

Park Orchard Service Centre 
George Konstandinou 9876 1816

Heidelberg 6.4-40 Def  
Park Orchards 0.4-4

Round 14 – A warm and blustery day greeted us at Warringal Park Heidelberg.

Despite a good week on the training track the girls were flat from the start and never really got 
going for the game.

We started the game with 15 on the oval and kicked into the wind in the first quarter.  Our 
tackling and run at the ball was well below our usual intensity. However, we restricted the 
Heidelberg Tigers to 1.1-7 to our no score at quarter time.  As a team we could seem to get 
going in the second quarter with the wind and entered the half down 4.1-25 to 0.1-1. Whilst 
much more competitive in the second half, and especially the last quarter, we were unable to 
convert a major score  for the game.  

As coaches, we are well aware of the challenges of being short on numbers each game. 
The pressure to perform week in and week out just seemed too much this week.  We had a 
procession of girls coming off with injuries, fortunately none too serious it would seem.

Highlights of the game were Tiana (Terri Turbo) having a good half of football in the ruck and 
making a big impact in the centre.  Our centres, Ibby, Jacky and Addy were hunting the ball 
but it just didn’t seem to go our way today.  Our backline stood up well led by Brooke, Kat, 
Skye, Angel, Ally and Sophie.  Paris did a lot running despite her breathing difficulties and 
gained plenty of ball.  Penny was gallant up forward but lacked supply. 

Girls we need more run and some fierce tackling if we are going to be competitive in our last 
game.

Lets see everyone at our last training night on Thursday.

Go Sharks!

YOUTH GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Ali Ibby 46 Smart Skye

2 Marshall Brooke 47 Gibson Lili

3 DeWacht Paris 48 Nixon Lucy

16 Hoser Addy 49 Bowman Penny

23 Hoser Jacky 60 Moran Ruby

24 Stylianou Kat 61 Kennedy Ally

32 Smart Angel 62 Cookes Sophie

36 DePetro Gabbi 65 McCarthy Kirra

37 Philipsen Samira 67 Butler Ella

38 Urban Tiana 68 Hoen Ash



15  APR 1 Burger night

22  APR 2

29  APR 3

06  MAY 4

11  MAY U8/9 Mother’s Day night games

13  MAY 5 Mother’s Day

20  MAY 6 U8 Round Robin

27  MAY 7 U9 Round Robin

02  JUN Trivia night        

03  JUN 8 

10  JUN Queen’s Birthday Weekend

17  JUN 9 Burger night

24  JUN 10 Team photos

01  J U L  School holidays

08  J U L  School holidays

15  J U L  11

21  J U L  Social night at The Grand Hotel Warrandyte

22  J U L  12

29  J U L  13

05  AUG 14

12  AUG 15 U10 Light Prem., Burger night   

19  AUG Semi Finals

26  AUG Preliminary Finals

02  S E P  Grand Final

09  S E P  Presentation Day

SEASON DATES FOR 2018
Name:

Team:

RINGWOOD   

Round          Time           Venue
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